Benefits seen in industrial system upgrade

Experts: Advancing modernization will move national up value chain, have profound impact

By XIA All
reporting饯ntixiu@china.com.cn

New economic growth drivers and competitive advantages will emerge as China keeps up to build a modern industrial system amid challenges including the US government’s export restrictions on key technologies and the restructuring of global supply chains, experts said.

Hans Paul Burtner, managing director and global head of electronics at Boston Consulting Group, said China’s efforts to advance industrial modernization will help the country move up the value chain, underpinning its economy “more innovative, sustainable and greener”.

“The modern industrial system has become a key pillar in China, with top leadership’s high lighting as a priority for the country’s economic development,” he added.

In an article published in February in the Global Times, a monthly magazine of the Communist Party of China, Xi Jinping, general secretary of the CPC, stressed the importance of the industrial system and called on China to accelerate and upgrade its industrial system in key areas and comprehensively modernize its industrial system in a step-by-step manner.

Japan urged to remove hurdles to ties

By ZHANG YUNSHI
zhangys@chinadaily.com.cn

Senior officials in Beijing have urged Tokyo to adopt a proper perception of China, appropriately control bilateral differences and “remove obstacles and barriers” to further improve the Sino-Japanese ties.

They made the call when meeting with Japanese Foreign Minister Toshimitsu Motegi in Beijing. Japan was in China for the second time in the current calendar year.

The meetings on Monday were to prepare for Xi’s upcoming trip to Tokyo to sign ratification of the intergovernmental agreement on the Nagasaki atomic bomb survivors. Xi will also meet Japanese Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga during the visit.

Outside experts have told China Daily that Tokyo should work toward the normalisation of their differences and build a relationship that fits the needs of the 21st century.

“Despite various negative factors, China-Japan relations have become stabilising factors in East Asia,” said Yang Guang, a professor at the China Foreign Policy University.

Last week, Chinese Ambassador to Japan Du Wei warned Japan against the production chain built by China and Japan facing “considerable damage” if Tokyo is tempted by “US (administrative) suppression.”

The Sino-Japanese industrial chain may lose China — the largest market and with it, it will be hard to secure the sustainability of the development of Japan,” he said.

On Sunday, Qin Gang, China’s top diplomat said that the US has tried to create a “cold war” between China and Japan.

“Japan will "feel the pain" and it should not allow the US to say something that disrupts China-Japan relations,” Qin said.

China urged to remove hurdles to ties...
A mother gives birth to her baby for the first time at Shanghai's Pudong Maternity and Infant Hospital, on April 15, 2023.

By ZHOU WENTING in Shanghai

A new service launched by the Shanghai Women's Health Center on Friday to address patients' calls and complaints has become a hit since its trial in mid-February.

The service is available at all of the city's major maternity hospitals, including three institutions from上海妇女儿童医院 (Shanghai Women's Children's Hospital Group), the Shanghai Maternity and Infant Hospital, and the Shanghai United Family Hospital.

"Shanghai is a very busy place, so we know that women may have questions and concerns," said Huang Yingying, director of the obstetrics department at the Shanghai Women's Health Center.

"We understand that expectant mothers can be anxious throughout pregnancy, and they have many questions to ask if they have good communication with the medical team and receive prompt answers to their questions, they will develop a better sense of security," said Huang.
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Doctors provide high-quality services to expectant mothers

Shanghai United Family Hospital, Shanghai Women's and Children's Hospital, and Shanghai Maternity and Infant Hospital.

"We are always trying to improve our services, and we want to ensure that women have a positive experience," said Huang.

"We are committed to providing high-quality care, and we are always looking for ways to improve our services," said Huang.
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Country’s organ donors surpass 6.18 million

By WANG XIAOYU
wangxinyou@chinadaily.com.cn

China has significantly raised awareness and participation in donation among people and improved organ transplantation technologies, with the number of registered donors increasing nearly 62 million and the number of organ transplants in the past year increasing to the second highest in the world, according to the latest data.

However, they pointed out that China still has a much lower rate of organ donation per million population of about 2.6 per million, compared with the world’s average of 44.8 per million in 2015 and 14 per million in 2018.

The total number of registered donors in China still remains much lower than that in many countries around the world, and the majority of young and middle-aged people in society do not register, said Liu Fenghong, head of the China Red Cross Society’s Organ Donation and Transplantation Committee, which administered the program.

“Public awareness about organ donation is still extremely low due to taboos,” Liu said during an event in Beijing earlier this month.

Families also face difficulties because organs are “needed urgently,” as the majority of young and middle-aged people in society do not register, said Liu Fenghong, head of the China Red Cross Society’s Organ Donation and Transplantation Committee, which administered the program.

The program has so far harvested 118,000 organ transplants involving about 44,000 posthumous organ donors in 15 years.

Cao Yunting, director of the National Health Commission’s medical emergency department, said that in 2023 alone, China completed nearly 39,000 organ transplants thanks to about 6,000 donors, up 5.2 percent and 425 percent, respectively, from the previous year.

“Having achieved this progress in spite of COVID-19 was no mean feat,” he said.

Since the number of organ donors, organ donation and transplantation surgeries in the country have all been increased to the second highest in the world and the highest in Asia, according to the program.

Through evaluations of critical circumstances, we also see that the quality of organ transplantation in China is much improved, said Cao.

But there is still much work to be done in improving organ donation and transplantation technologies, and hospitals capable of performing transplantation surgeries are unevenly distributed.

More efforts are needed to boost awareness, direct medical resources to transplant centers and put in place more social assistance for those in need.

Data released by the Red Cross Society of China on Monday showed that nearly 1.5 million people registered as organ donors at the end of 2023 with around 150,000 new donors in 2023 and 1.6 million in 2018.

People please donate their organs after death: The importance of organ donation in Beijing, 8:45 pm on Monday

Economy: Nation has most complete industrial system

By DING ZHONGHUI
zdzhonghui@chinadaily.com.cn

The United Nations has forecast that India will overtake China as the most populous country this year, and many fear that this could reduce China’s advantages in manufacturing.

But Jeffrey Sachs, a renowned economist at Columbia University, said China’s strength lies not in it being the center of many of the most important technology innovations for the future, including low-carbon energy solutions, electric vehicles, bacteria, artificial intelligence and many other sectors. All this will be for China’s manufacturing industry in the future.

Dawn Dewar, global managing director of consultancy Roland Ber
dt, said industrial innovation is crucial to support further domestic demand and consumption in China. “In spite of consumption, there is a move to the real economy,” he said. And this additional wealth can only be sustained by producing the real economy and consumption, he said.
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Kushnoto, a former attorney for Trump, said Sunday that he expects more details regarding the arrangement to be revealed on Monday and noted that the Secret Service, which protects former presidents, has also been asked to participate.

"At the Thursday staff all is very much up in the air with the fact that the plan will very likely and broadly say 'no go,'" Kushnoto told CNN's "State of the Unions." "I hopeful, this will be a painless and harmonized process," he added.

Kushnoto said the special counsel should be "jailbreak" in which a individual who has been charged is released in plain sight of the president, much like Matthew S. Dennis was freed in 1980.

Before the interview, Coach Bill Belichick said $335,000 payment to adult film actress Stormy Daniels during the 2016 presidential campaign. Daniels has said she was paid to keep silent about a sexual encounter she had with Trump in 2006. Trump has denied the affair.

"I do think that this is a water­shed moment in the sense that it’s going to end up good for the country," Kushnoto said.

Also, a senator who voted to terminate the investigation early said Sen. Joe Manchin, a moderate Democrat from West Virginia, will likely vote against Trump.

"I’m just a very sad day for America," said Sen. Joe Manchin, a moderate Democrat from West Virginia.

"You may be people that are saying that the rule of law is dead, and that we’re not working the way’s supposed to and it’s become a sickening process," said Manchin said.

"But the other hand is, you don’t have to go one day to be targeted by the law," Kushnoto said.

Trump, 75, is expected to arrive in Canada later Sunday. He was the first former US president to face charges before the 2020 presiden­tial election.

Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand, a Louisiana Republican who also voted to terminate Trump’s impeachment, and Sen. Bernie Sanders, an independent from Vermont, were two of the few to not be targeted by the law.

"It’s really the biggest thing that’s ever happened," said Gillibrand on Fox News Sunday. "This is the more about the people than about the story."
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Following the Vision of a Community with a Shared Future for Mankind and Bringing More Certainty to World Peace and Development

Editor's note: Chinese President Xi Jinping on Thursday delivered a keynote speech at the opening ceremony of the Boao Forum for Asia Annual Conference 2023. The following is the full text.}

More to come from closer China-Brazil ties

By ZHANG WEITENG in Boao (Xinhua) --

Relations between Brazil and China are on a higher flight, with the two countries' comprehensive cooperative partnership -- one of the defining features of diplomatic ties last year -- becoming a model of shared prosperity and win-win cooperation.

Brazil and China have been developing ties systematically. In December 2012, during Nestor Kirchner's visit to Brazil, officials from both sides signed a joint statement outlining the strategic partnership between Brazil and China. In August 2017, during Jair Bolsonaro's visit to China, both leaders highlighted the importance of the strategic partnership.

China-Brazil cooperation has rapidly developed. In 2023, the China-Brazil Joint Commission will celebrate its 10th anniversary, providing a new chapter for healthy and steady cooperation.

In the past decade, China-Brazil cooperation has expanded in various fields. From the high-speed rail line in Brazil to the China-Brazil joint research center in Fortaleza, Brazil, the two countries have repeatedly set new milestones in cooperation.

The four major areas of cooperation are institutional cooperation, economic cooperation, people-to-people cooperation and cultural cooperation.

More and more Chinese investors and companies are investing in Brazil. Today, China is Brazil's third-largest trading partner. The volume of bilateral trade exceeds $180 billion annually.

China-Brazil cooperation will bring more benefits to the two countries. Brazil is expected to become China's largest trading partner in Latin America, and China is also Brazil's largest trading partner in Asia. These two countries are expected to lead Latin America and Asia in the economic development.

China-Brazil cooperation will bring more benefits to the world. China and Brazil are driving forces in world economic growth. As China-Brazil cooperation continues to deepen, the two countries will play a bigger role in world economic governance.

China-Brazil cooperation will bring more benefits to the people. Together with the Belt and Road Initiative, China-Brazil cooperation is helping to promote the construction of the Asia-Pacific Infrastructure Cooperation and the BRICS New Industrial Revolution Industrial Corridor, which is expected to bring more benefits to the people of both countries.
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Automakers drive China’s export recovery

By LEI FENGRIANG

Made-in-China vehicles are seeing overseas popularity, which is expected to play a major pillar of the country’s economic growth.

In the first two months this year, ships carrying 325,700 vehicles left China for overseas destinations, up 48% year-on-year. In the same period, China’s total exports added up to 3.5 trillion yuan ($530 billion), up 5.3% year-on-year.

In other words, auto exports accounted for 2.6% of the country’s total exports.

The China Association of Automobile Manufacturers expects the auto industry to increase the share of Chinese exports in the future, adding vehicle exports this year will stay at about 3.5% to 3.7% year-on-year.

The CAAM also expects auto exports will help拉动 recovery in the world auto markets.

The industry’s top association attributed the export surge to foreign manufacturers’ insufficiency in overseas local markets and, increasingly, Chinese companies’ advantages in electric vehicles.

To win the opportunities, local authorities in major regions including Beijing and Guangdong province are working hard to promote exporting in their各自 jurisdiction.

"We are experiencing rapid growth. In the first two months, major auto companies have been very active and have witnessed a significant boost in overseas demand,” said He Hui, deputy managing director of Guangdong provincial government, on March 10.

Dr. Hu Baoshan, China ambassador to the US, said in a live show on Facebook on March 1, one of China’s busiest ports.

In late March, an AVL Line ship loaded with 136 vehicles was made by Hubei left for the Port of Antwerp, Belgium, in Europe, making the largest single shipment to Europe so far since its IPO.

Meanwhile, China’s automotive companies are also looking to the overseas markets, where Sino-products are Sino-vehicles, in Europe.

In a 2022 survey, the German company AVL compiled a report on the number of car makes and models, ranked by region, where Sino-producers are still a long way to go in terms of sales and brand awareness.

But as global automakers have been investing in China’s electric vehicle supply chain, many carmakes are making breakthroughs in overseas markets.

According to the China International Exhibition Corporation, the share of China’s electric vehicles increased by 10 percentage points this year, up from 10% in 2021.

Data from China’s customs department showed that China’s exports in the first two months of this year hit a record level, meaning the country is the world’s largest car exporter.

For Chinese cars abroad, the road’s getting wider but tougher

For Chinese cars abroad, the road’s getting wider but tougher

One major factor is the cost of energy. As China is currently the world’s largest car exporter, it’s a major factor that China’s cars are becoming more affordable.

But there’s an even bigger challenge that China’s cars are facing in overseas markets: the issue of vehicle import costs.

China’s carmakers have been selling their vehicles in overseas markets for years, but they still need to find a way to overcome the high cost of importing and exporting.

Another problem is the issue of vehicle safety and quality. Chinese cars are often perceived as lower quality than foreign brands, which can deter potential buyers.

But Chinese carmakers have been improving their quality and safety standards, and they’re also working hard to build a strong brand image.

The Chinese government has been supporting the auto industry, and it’s also been working to improve the business environment for carmakers.

As a result, China’s auto exports have been growing steadily, and they’re expected to continue to grow in the coming years.
Expansionary macro policies still necessary

BIZ SIGHTS

EAGLE EYE
By Zhang Ming

The outlook for China's economic growth this year is broadly balanced. Consumption, production and investment have been relatively strong since the beginning of the year. China's GDP growth rate is likely to exceed 5% this year, with inflation below 1%.

However, we should not be overly optimistic. First, external uncertainty remains high, especially the possibility of a global recession.

The risks of recession in the United States and Europe are currently high, but the odds are high for a global recession in the latter half of the year. The United States and Europe, which are currently experiencing a slowdown, have already experienced a significant economic downturn.
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Recovery: Vitality, glamour returning to Wuhan

Five years ago, Wuhan was a city that had just undergone a seismic change. In the face of the COVID-19 pandemic, the city's medical system, government, and people worked together to protect public health and maintain economic stability. Today, Wuhan is once again becoming a symbol of the country's vitality and glamour.

In 2020, Wuhanians worked together to fight the pandemic, and the city's economy began to recover. Today, Wuhan is once again a bustling city, with new buildings and commercial centers rising. The city's residents have a new sense of pride and confidence.

The city's cultural and artistic activities have also resumed. The city's vibrant entertainment scene, including film, music, and cultural events, has returned. The city's restaurants, bars, and cafes are once again open, and the city's residents enjoy the lively atmosphere of the city.

The city's tourism industry has also rebounded. The city's lush natural scenery, historical sites, and cultural attractions have become popular destinations for tourists from both within the country and abroad. The city's residents are happy to see the city's tourism industry returning to life.

In conclusion, Wuhan has transformed into a symbol of the country's vitality and glamour, and its residents are proud to see the city's recovery and development.
China to continue pushing cyberspace governance

China is also a member of the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership. Under the agreement, the 21-member nations have established regional rules regarding electronic commerce, international merchandise and services, information technology, and digital economic development. China has also increased international law and judicial cooperation on cyber-related issues. From March to June last year, for example, it was one of two countries to participate in an operation launched by the United States. Since then, China has continued to cooperate with the United Nations, the European Union, and the United States on international cyber issues. In addition, China has hosted a global platform promoting connectivity, understanding, and mutual trust in the field of cyberspace governance. The platform, which convened in March last year, was attended by representatives from international organizations, intergovernmental organizations, think tanks, academia, and technology companies. The platform was also attended by representatives from industry and academia.
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Editorials

Report reveals US pique at Hong Kong's progress in disempowering its proxies

It is stating that the central authorities took new actions in the period from March 2021 onward, which has caused the US to raise its concerns. In the most recent months, the US State Department got to the basis of its complaints in the 2022 Hong Kong Policy Report released on Friday. Those interests, as US Secretary of State Antony Blinken himself said, are directly dissatisfied with the disempowerment and the undermining of the human rights and fundamental freedoms of people in Hong Kong that the United Nations promoted with its support of radical de-democratization and political change.

In attempting to discredit the successful practice of “one country, two systems” in the Special Administrative Region, the US officials, including the US secretary of state, have been lambasting the rule of law, democracy, freedom and human rights in Hong Kong with unending lies and slander, and attempting to tarnish Hong Kong’s international appeal.

To begin with, in the past five years, Hong Kong has been unable to evaluate “conditions” of Hong Kong, or any other part of a foreign country, not to mention hiding that other countries should deserve to be judged on Hong Kong. The US officials relevant to Hong Kong are gravely violating the prohibitions of international law and break the basic norms of international relations, as a spokesman for the US Commission to the Hong Kong-Macau Affairs.

With parties administering Hong Kong and the introduction of the National Security Law and other laws, the space for Washington to interfere in China’s internal affairs has been reduced and the jujing of its four grapes flows through the report.

Otherwise the report would not have ignored the positive changes the SARS has experienced during the past five years, and it would not discuss the internal conditions causing the changes and their far-reaching influences.

Over that period of time and beyond, SARS has witnessed a quick recovery from the social chaos caused by the 2019 US-led violent attacks, by the US, as the economic stagnation arising from this, and the US sanctions imposed on Hong Kong, as well as the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Contrary to the US State Department’s claims, it is the successful practice of “one country, two systems”, the national security law and Hong Kong’s new electoral system that have restored peace and public order in the SAR and put it back on a steady track for further prosperity.

By selling these progressive moves engrossed, the US government has made it clear that the “US interest” in the SARS conflict was to weaken Hong Kong and Hong Kong people. As such, what the US officials spout in the report is nothing but a false narrative.

What the report maker clearly wants to display is the “progress” of the US State Department, by which they mean the “progress” and “success” of the US government’s sanctions and other interference in Hong Kong.

The open letter on the official website of the US National Academy of Sciences, co-signed by experts such as Jonathan Gertner, the former director of the Stanford d.school, and Nobel physicist Stuart Russell and other experts in related fields, is an empty and senseless speech.

The country’s administration is proposing a desire for NUC to expand its reach into the Asia-Pacific region, which is based on the premise that the country’s alliances are defunct.

Although it is too early to say the relationship between China and Japan has warmed up, we believe the meeting in 2023 will help both sides orient their relations in the right direction, and it helps engage with the exchanges and goodwill.

On the other hand, relations between China and Japan have recently accelerated in their bilateral trade, which dropped in 2021. In 2022, Beijing is laying a firm foundation for mutual trust.

It is now essential to get back to the discussion. Japan needs to recognize that had good relations with its neighbor for the benefit of both, and it is crucial to engage with the exchanges and goodwill.

It is thus the need to reorient the relationship between China and Japan that has been seen in the US Report, and the talks between the two sides will continue to strengthen the bilateral relationship and make a fruitful exchange.

The country’s administration has had a strong interest in the development of the Asia-Pacific region, and the US has major interests in the region.

There are few areas of the world that the US administration has not accelerated in recent years.

The country’s administration has not only been engaged in the talks on the US-China relations, but has also been engaged in a number of talks with Japan.

As a result, the country’s administration has seen a significant increase in the US-Japan relations.
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Commitment not a case of semantics

The transits of Taii-Ing-wen, leading Taiwan's government across the Taiwan Strait to meet with the US in Washington, D.C., had been anticipated in the mainland. Specifically, it should not exceed any official authority from the US or the Taiwan province's special committee that is otherwise illegal or unauthorized by the central government of China. Unquestionably, the US should have been notified to those official authorities, especially senior officials of the island on their way or to the mainland. It is an open secret that the Transits of Taii-Ing-wen to the US is a violation of the United Nations position, which China is a member and world power. China will not accept any infringement of its rights, interests, and national prestige. China is an important and influential force on the world stage. It should be noted that the Taiwan government has persistently used and over-expanded the conflict of the one-China principle and the one-China policy. In this context, China will have to make a corresponding response and action to safeguard its national honor, dignity, and interests. It can be foreseen that the Taiwan authorities will continue to challenge China and the principle of one-China, and that the US will continue to mediate to avoid a conflict. China will take necessary measures to protect its national dignity, interests, and authority, while respecting the principle of one-China.

In this context, China, as a world power, will not allow any infringement of its national rights, interests, and authority, while safeguarding its national interests. China is a member of the United Nations, which is the highest international organization and the only legitimate representative of the Chinese nation. China has the right to safeguard its national interests. It is imperative to protect the principle of one-China and the rule of law, which are the foundation of international relations. China will fiercely oppose any infringement of its national rights and interests.

In this context, the US should bear the consequences of its actions. It should not interfere with China's national dignity, interests, and authority. The US should respect the principle of one-China and the rule of law in international relations, which are the foundation of international relations. The US should not interfere with China's national interests. It is imperative to protect the principle of one-China and the rule of law, which are the foundation of international relations.
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In this context, the US should bear the consequences of its actions. It should not interfere with China's national dignity, interests, and authority. The US should respect the principle of one-China and the rule of law in international relations, which are the foundation of international relations. The US should not interfere with China's national interests. It is imperative to protect the principle of one-China and the rule of law, which are the foundation of international relations.
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A personal tribute

The BRI has touched our lives over the past 10 years and is sure to continue moving forward and together help Cambodia achieve its economic growth and continue to touch lives for at least the next decade.

The third dimension is trade facilitation, as it deals with payment systems and processes. This is an essential evolution in the context of a broader application of blockchain certification not just for payments, but also in digitizing product substitution. Countries within the Belt and Road Initiative participate in a network of trade and trade standards that will make cross-border trade more efficient. Physical infrastructure, such as the Laos-China Railway, is a foundation but to bring economic benefit is enabled by the essential software infrastructure adopted by participants in the initiative.

International standards serve as soft infrastructure. A universally accepted USP design is just as vital to modern commerce as a new bridge. This is where the Belt and Road Initiative has delivered a lasting impact. The return on investment for a bridge is less important in the long term than the adoption of standards from cross-border trade in construction, finance and cross-border e-commerce transactions. Innovations and new technologies have a minimal impact on the global infrastructure that underpins the digital economy. Western summits have an almost equal amount of focus on the infrastructure scale and fail to understand the broader benefits of the globalisation scale.

Cambodia and China should increase cooperation through SMEs to fully reap the benefits of the trade pact

The Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership is a milestone of regional economic growth. Integration and connectivity in the Asia Pacific is worth for about 30 percent of global GDP and most of the world’s population.

The BRI is the world’s largest trade route, and it is modern, comprehensive, high-quality and mutually beneficial. Economic necessity facilitates the expansion of regional trade and investment and significantly contributes to global economic growth and development, especially in the face of the difficult post-COVID-19 world economy.

The Asian Development Bank’s study found that the BRI would increase member economies’ incomes by 0.6 percent by 2030, and bring $1.2 trillion annually to regional income and 2.4 million jobs to regional employment. The BRI creates economic development in global goods, trade, finance, investment, economic and technological cooperation, and creates new electronic means. In addition, it promotes global governance, competition, and small and medium-sized enterprises.

Cambodia-China economic ties have gained new momentum after the coming into force of the Cambodia-China Free Trade Agreement and the BRI’s implementation in January 2022. China is Cambodia’s largest foreign investor, with non-financial direct investment overseas reaching $800 million in the first half of 2022, a year-on-year increase of 17 percent. China is also Cambodia’s largest trading partner and its non-resource exports to China reached about $4.5 billion in 2022, a year-on-year increase of 10 percent.

In the joint statement after the visit of Cambodian Prime Minister Hun Sen to China in February, both sides agreed to enhance economic cooperation and joint management of the Cambodian-China Free Trade Agreement. Cambodia will continue to advance “Single Window” information connection to facilitate the free trade flow. By making full use of the BRI and the COP17 and global development platforms such as the China International Import Expo, the China Import and Export Fair and the China-ASEAN Expo, Cambodia can enhance its competitiveness and popularity of its products in China.

Location in both countries can also help bilateral relations to take advantage of the existing bilateral and regional trading arrangements and platforms to enhance economic cooperation, especially the trade in goods and services and digital trade. The BRI offers both sides huge potential to cooperate and expand trade.

According to a study by the Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and East Asia in October 2019, there is a huge potential for the kingdom. The report showed that Cambodia’s BRI GDP could rise by around 2.3 to 3.9 percent, and exports will increase by 1.7 to 2.9 percent. According to a recent report by the China-ASEAN Business Council, the share of Cambodia’s exports to China increased from 1.7 to 6.2 percent on the basis of growing demand in China and the number of manufacturing firms. The high impact of the Belt and Road Initiative on Cambodia is expected to increase by 0.8 to 1.1 percent by the year 2024, while the overall (nominal) GDP of Cambodia is estimated to be 16.2 percent.

Cambodia is also a potential provider of platforms and frameworks for partnership in regional development and co-operation programs and activities that can enhance the capability of SMEs to benefit from the opportunities arising from their integration in the regional and global supply chains.

In this connection, China and Cambodia should deepen their cooperation on SMEs. It is important to create an environment where businesses can operate with less bureaucratic restrictions. In this context, agreement platforms such as online business regulations, licensing and taxation have provided continuous accessibility and reduced transaction costs. The low taxation of tremendous importance for small businesses. In this regard, tax incentives and tax simplification can enable SMEs to grow their operations until they reach a certain level of maturity.

Going forward, China and Cambodia should develop concrete cooperation to help Cambodia enhance its trade cooperation capacity, competitiveness and export capacity, especially supporting SMEs to fully reap the benefits stemming from the BRI.
An exhibition in Beijing shows illustrations for Duzhe’s magazine throughout the decades. (From left) Before Launch by Wang Qing, All People Living in the World by Li Miai, and Beginning by Long Bingfeng. Photos provided to China Daily

Magazine for keeps

Exhibition illustrates Duzhe’s world of literature and art over the decades, Lin Qi reports

Since its first published in 1933, the magazine Duzhe (读舍) has left an indelible mark on Chinese literary and artistic history. The magazine is known for its high-quality illustrations and writing, and for its influential role in promoting new artistic forms and ideas. Over the years, Duzhe has published works by some of China’s most renowned artists, including Qi Baishi, Zhang Daqian, and Li Xiongcai. The exhibition in Beijing is a celebration of Duzhe’s rich history and its contributions to Chinese culture.

What’s on

Reborn in flames

Ding Yi, the supervisor of imperial porcelain kilns under the reign of Emperor Kangxi (1662-1722), is said to have famously painted flowers on the side of a porcelain vase. The design, which featured a bird perched on a branch with leaves, was a symbol of rebirth and renewal. The design迅速ivers in various forms before disappearing from China’s porcelain industry. The exhibition, which will be on display from June 2 to July 20 at the National Museum of China, will showcase some of the most famous works of Chinese porcelain art and the hard work behind its development.

Positively cool

Messages on rocks

Shanghai-based photographer Lu Pingping spent three years in Canada photographing and recording rocks that have a positive meaning in his life. The exhibition, which will be on display from June 2 to July 9 at the Shanghai Museum of Art, will feature 100 rocks that have a positive meaning for the photographer. The exhibition will also showcase 100 positive sayings written on rocks that have been collected from various places in the world, including China, the United States, and Canada.

Magnificent work

From the depiction of middle-class family life to Adriano Corsetti’s (1820-1862) heroic works, at an exhibition at the Shanghai Museum of Art from June 2 to July 9, the works are celebrated by East Indian artists. The exhibition, which will be on display from June 2 to July 9 at the Shanghai Museum of Art, will feature works by some of China’s most famous artists, including Qi Baishi, Zhang Daqian, and Li Xiongcai. The exhibition will also showcase the works of some of China’s most famous artists, including Qi Baishi, Zhang Daqian, and Li Xiongcai.
Young Cameroon student initially attracted by martial arts now excels in piano

By Shi Baoyiin report in Zhengzhou.

It was a child, Hineri Dantu, who first encountered the martial art of Kung Fu and was drawn into a world of movement, balance, and precision. The seeds of his fascination were sown when he was exposed to the discipline and focus that typify the art of martial arts. His journey began in Yaounde, the capital of Cameroon, where he was born. From there, he was introduced to the rich heritage of martial arts, which includes a variety of techniques and disciplines.

In 2015, Dantu was accepted to Harvard University, where he expanded his understanding of martial arts and philosophy. His dedication to his studies and passion for martial arts continued to grow, and he eventually decided to pursue his dream of studying at Harvard University. His decision was influenced by the opportunity to study under the guidance of a master in the field of martial arts.

When he heard the news that he was accepted to Harvard, he was overjoyed, as it was a dream come true. "I always wanted to study at one of the best universities in the world, and Harvard was at the top of my list," he said.

In 2019, Dantu was one of the few overseas students to study martial arts under a master of martial arts, which was a challenging but rewarding experience. He was able to apply his knowledge of martial arts to his studies at Harvard, where he excelled in both his academic and extracurricular activities.

Dantu's journey has been an inspiration to many, and his story has become a beacon of hope for others who are pursuing their dreams. His dedication to his studies and passion for martial arts have helped him to achieve his goals, and he continues to be a role model for others who are pursuing their dreams in the field of martial arts.

---

Clockwise from top: Joseph Tao's work with his wife Baby Tso, Joseph Tao with his cigars from his cigar bar, Joseph Tao with his work "On the Field", and Joseph Tao with his work "Three Chinese-Style porcelain platter, Joseph Tao decorates a porcelain bowl.

XINING − Sitting at his com-

puter, Kendak Naingnai can mon-

itor the water quality of key areas, such as the Nujiang River, which flows through the city of Yunnan in southwestern China.

In recent years, Naingnai has focused on developing monitoring systems to ensure the protection of water resources through technological means.

Rautika Khun, 26, from Yushu, Zongzi county, situated at the foot of the Tibetan Mountains, has been monitoring the water quality using the monitoring systems he has developed. He is a key figure in the field of water quality monitoring technology.

“The integration of new technologies makes the ecological protection in this area more precise and efficient,” Naingnai says.

Within the Tibetan plateau, a large part of the area is covered with snow, ice, glaciers, and high mountains. The area’s water quality has always relied on field patrols by people who have problems, such as slow response, lengthy time frames, high costs, and limited coverage,” says Kendak Naingnai.

The monitoring system he has developed can solve these problems and realize ecological protection. It can also help improve the efficiency of ecological protection.

The monitoring system has been developed in Tibet. The system uses high-resolution video cameras to monitor biological changes, such as water quality, and vegetation changes.

The integration of new technologies makes the ecological protection in this area more precise and efficient.”

---

Passion but also strong for unique HK porcelain

Hong Kong – Hineri Dantu, a young Chinese from Yaounde, Cameroon, is pursuing his dream of becoming a master of martial arts at Harvard University. His dedication to his studies and passion for martial arts have helped him to achieve his goals, and he continues to be a role model for others who are pursuing their dreams.

In 2016, Dantu was one of the few overseas students to study martial arts under a master of martial arts, which was a challenging but rewarding experience. He was able to apply his knowledge of martial arts to his studies at Harvard, where he excelled in both his academic and extracurricular activities.

Dantu’s journey has been an inspiration to many, and his story has become a beacon of hope for others who are pursuing their dreams in the field of martial arts.

---
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Manchester City legend Paul Dickov poses beside the English Premier League trophy at the grand Wall in Beijing last Monday. The visit was part of the club’s trophy tour to celebrate last season’s title triumphs.

This is our third trophy tour and hopefully soon we’ll have the team back and playing football here again... Chinese fans absolutely love winners. And of course, we’ve been one of the most successful Premier League teams of the last 10 years, and that has correlated to a significant spike in interest in China.

Scott Mann
City Football Group CEO

By JAMES BOILAN
jamesboilane@yahoo.com

The most one of the most crowded trophies in world soccer comes to China, not the very top of the podium.

To celebrate its 20th English Premier League title, Manchester City took the trophy to China to interact with the host nation’s most intense landscapes, including the Great Wall near Beijing, and Yuanjiao Garden in Shanghai.

City Football Group (China) CEO Scott Mann revealed the 97º trophy, which is required under Premier League rules, was intended to aloft the trophy to its own players and all its supporters.

“This is the original not a replica, so it’s unique to our fans,” he said.

“It’s an absolute privilege to have this with us here,” he added.

“A chance to make people fall in love with Premier League football as we’ve never done before.”

As well as providing a glimpse of the Elsewhere, fans also had the chance to see a prize “that money can’t buy” such as signed shirts, Munich merchandise.

Last week’s itinerary was part of a global tour to celebrate City’s dramatic title triumph.

In a thrilling final-day finish last May, Pep Guardiola’s men found themselves 2-2 down to Aston Villa with 12 minutes left on the clock to have lived on the British of glory. However, in scenes reminiscent of their recent semi-final of the Champions League, City romped all in and chased in 2-1 and claim its fourth title in five years.

With pandemic restrictions relaxed, City wanted in China to re-create the Chinese leg of the trophy tour taking to places like Shanghai, where the English FA Cup has been held in the past.

“The trophy is a real sort of surprise and delight for everybody, whether it’s a fan or a school or a millenials, or like this morning when we all saw the Special Olympics medalists,” Mann said.

“You can’t put a price on the privilege to have this at the Olympic Games or in the hand of a kid with special needs.”

The Haaland factor

Drawing City’s popularity in China this season has been the addition of super-strike Erling Haaland, who has already earned 42 goals across all competitions this term.

Many pundits Haaland is purely with City’s reputation for innovation and excellence and that something that Chinese fans identify strongly with.

“These fans absolutely love winners. And of course, we’ve been one of the most successful Premier League teams of the last 10 years, and that has correlated to a significant spike in interest in China and probably disproportionately to the rest of the world,” he said.

Recently, Chinese fans love a super-strike. One of the things Haaland makes is absolute super-strike quality, we see it both in the top left and in the putting of his name and number on the back of shirts, but also in the engagement.”

With Haaland helping to spearhead City’s tour to Premier League, this year is an absolute super-strike for the Chinese clubs.

They didn’t work on the Haaland, but it’s a super-strike for the Chinese.

“Any other team would have been looking forward to the Haaland, but it’s a super-strike for the Chinese.”

The German added that “World Cup” was the only word for the German, and the rest were some sort of super-strike.

Arnes stars

Fernando dissatisfied

For Arsenal manager Mikel Arteta, he knew his future lies in his team’s form.

“The player I look forward to is the form of the team,” he said.

The Brazilian was back in the line-up for the team’s Premier League against Newcastle on Sunday, after being dropped in a 4-0 home defeat of Leeds.

“We were exceptional,” Arteta said after the Gunners’ second consecutive victory.
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